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Madhouse Motors
Allston, MA

Mechanical Engineering | 
Machining  | Manufacturing 
Sourcing

Madhouse Motors produces 
custom motorcycles in 
Boston, with a focus on 
vintage, rare, and artistically 
driven builds. As a part of the 
team I advise on technical 
aspects of the builds, design 
specialized components, 
and manufacture many of 
the custom elements ranging 
from electroplating frames, to 
developing processes which 
make engineered wooden 
motorcycle parts possible. 
The team’s considerations for 
quality, finish, and respect for 
the artistic form bring the final 
products to be featured in 
industry literature and shown 
at events nationwide. 







Forge Baking Company
Somerville, MA

Manufacturing and business consulting | Mechanical engineering

When Forge Baking Company needed to expand their croissant production from 
baking several hundred croissants a day to over one thousand baked per day they 
knew they needed to improve the bottleneck in their process: forming the butter 
pads that would be laminated with the dough. I developed and produced flexible 
silicone molds that reduced the cycle time and error from their original handmade 
process. As part of the planning process we ensured the molds would provide a 
return on investment, would indeed be food safe, and could be cleaned in the 
dishwasher along with the other baking implements. 



ISOLATION DYNAMICS CORP:
Long Island, NY

Product modernization | Technical Communication & 
Advisement

Isolation Dynamics Corp designs and manufactures 
shock absorbers for civil, high-tech, and military 
applications. I helped them form a strategy to 
update their product representation and technical 
communication through photorealistic renderings, 
updated and modernized CAD file formats their 
customers coul use, and advise when necessary on 
custom applications or special requests from customers. 
IDC’s customers now enjoy modernized CAD models 
that can work within their own workflows and plans.





JACOB BROMWELL
Santa Monica, California

Mechanical Engineering 
| Reverse Engineering | 
Consulting

Jacob Bromwell is America’s 
oldest homegoods manufacturer 
and they still produce quality-
made kitchenware in the USA 
using the same techniques since 
1819. I produced 3D models 
and drawings to help the 
corporate team capture nearly 
two centuries of craftsman 
knowledge and data to inform 
their next century of product 
development domestically and 
abroad.





AVN SYSTEMS
Allston, MA

Mechanical Engineering and Consulting | Manufacturing 
Sourcing

AVN Systems produces high quality studio monitors for 
audiophiles and professionals. Their craft process, and 
time proven design, needed modernization to interface 
with contemporary manufacturing methods. I helped in 
translating their design and encapsulating the information 
so they could work more fluidly with manufacturers. 
Connecting the client with a local manufacturer and 
empowering them with their design in an updated format 
yielded the right balance of modern manufacturing 
technology and hand-built quality. 



CLASSROOM HIVES
Cambridge, MA

Consulting | Manufacturing Sourcing | Patent Application 

Classroom Hive’s specialized beehive system helps educational institutions manage 
beehives right inside the classroom. I worked together with their founder to locally 
source manufacturing for sheet metal components, and to update the design they had 
been using. Additionally we worked together to make transparent hive elements so that 
students had unobstructed views of the hive’s inner workings. The work we did together 
ultimately informed a patent application fo the non-profit.



DRESST
Boston, MA

Product Design | Mechanical Engineering | Manufacturing Sourcing

DRESST is a fashion product concept and brand I helped develop. 
The team saw the project through several revisoins, and fine tuned 
the design for manufacturing efficiency. Particular elements included 
machining of aluminum, fixture design, tool and die design, and heat 
treating of steel. 





Product Engineering 
Services
Various Clients

I’ve helped many small 
businesses and startups 
with developing their 
product ideas from 
concepts and artistic 
renderings into full 3D 
models. The process of 
translating the artistic 
and design intent into 
something that can be 
made at a factory is a 
collaborative and iterative 
process in which we look 
at factors beyond physical 
design that can influence 
product’s success, 
such as economics and 
ergonomics. 



Biographical Information:

I’m a Boston native with a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from Boston University.  I’ve been help-
ing small businesses solve the physical design and 
process challenges they face. If you have a project 
you think is a good fit, please reach out using the 
contact info below:

Brendan M. Hathaway
617-529-8966
brendanmhathaway@gmail.com
www.brendanhathaway.com
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